
Bowls Etiquette Seminar: 

Playing a Game: 

- Standard of Attire for a game - Respect the game situation


- Starting a game,  Be on Time,  Preparing your bowls/gear,  Decide who goes first.


- Placing the mat, Face the back of the rink to do so, Front of the mat determines length of end. 
Front of the mat must be at least on the 2 meter mark and no further forward than distance peg 


- Playing same side of the rink, Practice in the same way so that both delivery’s are equal.

    The ground you go across is similar both ways.


- Your turn to play be ready - From the moment your opponents bowl comes to rest until your 
played bowl comes to rest. 


-  When it’s not your turn to play, respect your opponents rights to the mat.


- Where do I stand when I’m not playing? Well behind your opponent or still at the other end.

    Not in front of the boundary pegs. If on the green, well on your rink or else on the bank.


- Reacting to luck from your mate - Don’t applaud your mates good luck or celebrate your 
opponents bad luck.


- Check whose got the shot when you are in control of the mat, not when it isn’t your turn


- Changing ends, stragglers - If you need to discuss the head with your team and it is not your 
mat, wait at the head end until it is your mat. Be aware of time limit games, don’t waste time.


- Following your bowl is usually allowed provided you’re past the head by the time your bowl 
stops.


- Directing your team mates - be clear, positive.


- Commenting on your mates bowl position - don’t exaggerate, the player usually knows how far 
away they are. Unless they ask you don’t need to show them.


- Respect your opponents under all circumstances.


- Measuring - Don’t remove bowls not in the measure unless you mutually agree. Chock/support 
bowls that are not on their flat before you measure.




Marking a Singles Game:


- Be on time, Have a card prepared for the game


- Straightening the jack - Use your hand


- Where to stand - About two meters behind and to the side, but not in line with the rink 
boundary peg


- Marking a bowl that touches the jack. Be careful not to move the bowl. If the bowl is on it’s 
edge, use spray chalk or mark other bowls (not touches) in same set to differentiate.


- Body language - Be still, don’t lean, clap or comment on a bowl unless asked.


- When to speak - If you doubt the jack is at a sufficient legal length. Otherwise only when asked


- Making a decision - If unsure say it is a measure, however you can check and indicate if sure


- Calls from players - Respond accurately to avoid wasting time


- Keeping still, don’t move too early or before the bowl has left the players hand


- Keep score card, update after you straighten the jack. Ask players to complete chalk board at 
their end.


- Checking the jack length - You as marker are responsible to ensure the jack is of legal length


- Bowls in the ditch - Remove if they have not touched the jack when played. Place on the bank


- Keep side people/rinks aware when player driving


- Play the game in your mind, without expression or discussion as this may help you when 
playing



